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It’s been a relentless game of tug-of-war

on the floor of the New York Stock

in the market this year. In just six months

Exchange and financial commentator on

from January to June, IBD changed

Fox Business, CNBC and CNN, Kenny

the overall market trend to “market in

brings lots of experience and perspective

correction” six times. Frustrated? You’re

to the world of investing. He shared

definitely not alone.

his thoughts about the current market

®

and predictions for the coming months,
The good news is that nothing lasts

how investors should be managing their

forever. Rest assured, a new bull market

portfolios in different market cycles and

filled with opportunities is on the horizon.

much more.

In the meantime, how should you handle
your investments so that you’re ready to

In the latest edition of Good Trade/

take advantage when new opportunities

Bad Trade, MarketSmith Coach Sunny

arrive? The answer is in how you build

Phan gave us the rundown on two of his

your portfolio. And once it’s built, the

recent trades. Sunny nailed down a nice

steps you take to manage it will be the

profit on a natural gas stock at a time

deciding factor between good and great

when energy plays were outperforming

performance.

every other sector. Conversely, he made
a “trust your gut” move and went back

In this issue’s feature article, we’ll be

to a favorite FAANG stock that taught

focusing on how to build and manage a

him a hard lesson about bottom fishing.

portfolio. More specifically, we’ll go over
how many positions you should own,

As always, if you have any questions

how to size them properly and when to

or comments about your investing

add to your best performers. We’ll also

research or any MarketSmith features,

discuss how to reposition your portfolio

please call one of our product coaches

in different market conditions and

at (800) 831-2525 or email us at

hedging strategies you can use to help

marketsmith@investors.com. We’re

limit risk.

here to help you make more money in
the market.

For our Q&A this quarter, we spoke with
Kenny Polcari, Founder/CEO of Kace

Best returns,

Capital Advisors. As a former trader

The MarketSmith Team
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How to Build
and Manage a
Portfolio

Let’s start with an undeniable fact: Buying stocks is easier
than ever. With zero-commission online brokers and
smartphone apps that make trading as simple as playing
Wordle, investing is more accessible than ever before.

6
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However, building a sustainable portfolio

six different stocks at any given time to

of stocks that can help you achieve your

be 100% invested.

financial goals is a different beast entirely.
While trading apps might give you a feeling

However, in the years since that was

of instant gratification (and flashy little

written, many of the experts at IBD have

animations), growing your wealth over the

taken a different view based on how the

long term is a more complicated subject.

market has evolved.

At MarketSmith, we pride ourselves on

With increasing risk of double-digit moves

helping investors gain an edge in the

based on earnings reports and increasing

market. The first step to creating an

volatility in general, a rethink of the 20%

edge is having a holistic view of portfolio

position size is warranted. After all,

construction. Remember: Every investor

reducing the volatility of your equity curve is

will have good trades and bad trades.

key to a sustainable, long-term approach.

You can even be wrong about your
stock picks more often than you’re right

A safer, more modern approach to

and still be incredibly profitable! The

building a concentrated portfolio might go

key is building a balanced portfolio and

something like this:

following hard-and-fast rules for buying

10 different stock positions =

and selling your stocks.

100% of your portfolio’s value

How Many Stocks Should
You Own?

Position Sizing

When constructing a portfolio, two

simple: When starting new positions, keep

elements are key: concentration and

them all equal relative to the overall value

stock selection. Over-diversifying is a

of the portfolio. That means, for example,

sure way to blunt the impact of your

if your goal is to own 10 stocks total, then

biggest winners, which is why at IBD,

a full position should be 10% of the total

we stress the importance of smart

investable value.

At IBD, we like to keep position sizes

concentration.
EXAMPLE: If you have a $100,000
So how many different high-quality

portfolio, then initiating a full position

stocks should you own at one time? It’s a

would mean $10,000 worth of shares of

question that IBD founder William O’Neil

whichever stock you’re buying. Divide the

wrote about in his book How to Make

position value by the current share value

Money in Stocks. He said that if you have

to determine how many shares would

a portfolio valued between $100,000 and

constitute a full position.

$1,000,000, then you should own five to
MarketSmith.com 2022 Q3 Stock Guide
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Note that a full position can (and often will)

However, buying more shares and

grow to well beyond 10% due to asset

arbitrarily increasing your cost basis

appreciation–which is hardly a bad thing.

can lead to drawdowns when a stock

If, for example, your $10,000 position in a

inevitably pulls back either due to profit

$100,000 portfolio doubles in value, it will

taking by institutional buyers or general

now constitute 18.2% of your portfolio. It’s

market pressures.

good to be mindful of asset appreciation
and sell some shares into strength if

If you’re looking to increase your exposure

a single stock becomes too large of a

in one of your winners, look for one of the

percentage of your overall portfolio value.

following technical signs:

Full Position in a Stock

10% of Total Portfolio Value

Half Position in a Stock

5% of Total Portfolio Value

Quarter Position in a Stock

2.5% of Total Portfolio Value

1. Pullback to the 10week moving average
line: For big institutional
buyers, the 10-week line
will often act as a floor of

Wait, half and quarter positions?

support. If the stock pulls back to this line

Partial positions are a great way to reduce

and you’re still profitable on the trade, it

your risk in weak markets or when a stock

can be an area to add shares. After all, big

is more speculative in nature (for example,

institutions look to add to their positions at

a new IPO with a good chart, but the

this line as well, so you may find yourself

earnings per share aren’t yet strong).

with a major tailwind at your back.

Sometimes, it’s a good idea to make

But buyer beware: If the stock breaks

a stock prove itself first with a partial

this floor of support and closes 2% or

position, and if you find yourself in the

more below the 10-week line, that may

black, then consider adding to your

be a sign that the stock’s uptrend is over

winners at appropriate times.

for the moment. In that case, consider

When to Add to Positions
When you buy a stock, and it’s
increasing in value, it’s natural
to want to add to a position
that’s working. And that’s a good
instinct! Just like with a garden,
you want to water your roses and
remove the weeds.
8
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reducing your position or closing it out

is mired in a slump. At that point, the

entirely, then waiting for it to form a new

weakness is obvious, and your chances of

base and continue its run.

success are much lower.

In MarketSmith, you can find a list of

Two popular ways to hedge a portfolio

Growth 250 stocks that are above their

among MarketSmith coaches are buying

pivot price and falling back to their 10-

inverse index ETFs (like SQQQ for the

week line by clicking the Open Stock

Nasdaq) or buying puts on individual

Ideas button and scrolling to the bottom

stocks (two puts, each with a .5 delta, will

of the menu.

hedge 100 shares at an approximate 1:1
ratio). Hedging is a complex topic; we rec-

2. Tight areas: On a MarketSmith weekly

ommend further study if you’re interested.

chart, you’ll see a light blue bubble
highlighting when stocks have traded in
a tight range for three weeks or more.
This can be a bullish sign that institutions

The Best Portfolio Is One That
Fits Your Investing Style

Remember, all these portfolio construction

are unwilling to unload their positions in

management strategies are tailored to

a stock and are biding their time while

an active growth investor utilizing IBD-

waiting for the next move up.

style strategies. If you’re a more passive
investor who checks in on your portfolio

You can find a list of Growth 250 stocks

once a week or once a month, then a

trading tightly for three or more weeks

concentrated group of fast-moving growth

by clicking the Open Stock Ideas button,

stocks may not fit your style.

selecting the Correction tab and then
scrolling down.

Ultimately, the best portfolio construction
strategy is one that’s tailored to your goals

Hedging

and risk profile. By conducting regular

The best time to hedge is when the

post-analysis of your trades and refining

market is starting to show signs of

your strategy over time, you’ll be well on

weakness—not when it has already

your way to long-term success.

broken below key technical levels and

To learn more about hedging, check out IBD’s Hedging Webinar at:
investors.com/HowToHedge

MarketSmith.com 2022 Q3 Stock Guide
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Stock Screen ETF Short-Term Strength

ETF Short-Term Strength
This screen seeks ETFs with strong 3- and 6-month RS Ratings. Looking for
ETFs with recent technical momentum can help you take advantage of group
moves without the single stock risk.

Screen created by the MarketSmith team
COMPANY (SYMBOL)

INDUSTRY GROUP

RS RATING

Proshrs Ultra Bloom Natg (BOIL)

Finance-ETF / ETN

99

Direxion Dly GldMnr Br2X (DUST)

Finance-ETF / ETN

99

Ipath Sr B Blom NatGs Tr (GAZ)

Finance-ETF / ETN

99

Micsec Gold Mnrs3XInvLev (GDXD)

Finance-ETF / ETN

99

Direxion Dly Jr Gld Br2x (JDST)

Finance-ETF / ETN

99

ETFMG 2x Dly InvAltHrvst (MJIN)

Finance-ETF / ETN

99

Visit Investors.com/MSStockGuide to load the criteria for this and
other Stock Guide screens directly into your MarketSmith screener.

All screen results are computer-generated and were run on July 25, 2022.
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Q & A A Conversation with Kenny Polcari

A CONVERSATION WITH

Kenny Polcari
Kenny Polcari is the Founder/CEO of
Kace Capital Advisors and Chief Market Strategist at SlateStone Wealth. A
former member of the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE), Kenny has nearly 40
years of trading experience. He previously worked as Managing Director at

I think that’s overdue––the Fed should

William O’Neil Securities, a part of William

have done that two months ago before

O’Neil + Company.

we got to this point. They were already
behind the eight ball and moving too

MarketSmith recently spoke with Kenny

slowly in terms of rate hikes. It was clear

about his market predictions given

that inflation wasn’t responding to 50 bps

ongoing rate hikes, how to handle

and 75 bps. Now we’re getting hit with

recession fears and how working for

100 and we’re in panic mode. So, I think

O’Neil Securities impacted his view of

now it’s reflecting the fact that the Fed

the stock market.

is very concerned they won’t be able to
control inflation with these smaller moves.

Let’s start with the big picture: The

The market’s been selling off because

Fed raised interest rates by 75 basis

it’s trying to handicap what it thinks the

points on June 15th and there’s more

results will be based on what the Fed is

to come. These kinds of big moves

going to do next.

can have a profound effect on the
stock market and the economy in gen-

I do think there’s going to be a conversa-

eral. What do you see happening in

tion now that everything is on the table.

Q3 and Q4 in the stock market, given

Could they consider 125? I don’t think

ongoing rate hikes and all the macro-

they’re going to do that in July, but they

economic uncertainty?

could surprise the markets by having an

The fact that we just got CPI and PPI

unscheduled August raise or they could

numbers that came in way above expec-

hold off and be even more aggressive in

tations has now created a new conversa-

September.

tion: 75 bps is now the baseline, but they
could now be getting the market ready

Either way, I think it’s going to continue

for a 100 bps move next.

putting pressure on the markets and

12 2022 Q3 Stock Guide MarketSmith.com
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create uncertainty. Everybody’s opining

Here’s another thing: People are saying

on it, and there’s a lot of noise, and then

there are no buyers in the market right

the institutional algos respond to every

now––but for every transaction, there’s

headline and create even more noise.

a buyer and a seller. You can’t sell your
stock unless I’m willing to buy it from

As a veteran trader and financial

you. So as a buyer looking at the market

advisor, how invested in stocks would

today, I don’t need to pay that higher

you feel comfortable being here at the

price point because the sellers are so

end of Q2?

anxious they’re willing to sell it cheaper!

That’s a great question that doesn’t have

So, I just lower my bid and see if there

a simple answer because it depends on

are sellers.

who I’m talking to. I’m 61, I have less
time on my side. But if I’m younger, in

Think of this analogy: When you’re look-

my 30s, I have the chance to take more

ing to buy a dress and see it’s on sale for

risk and plenty of time to make it up

30% off, it’ll be flying off the shelves. So,

because as the market recovers, so does

it’s amazing to me because when stocks

my portfolio. So it really depends on that

do the same thing, say Apple is down

individual’s age, risk scale and personal

20%, people start to panic sell. But why?

circumstances and obligations.

I’d be buying all day at a dislocated price

“I’m looking at the current market as a longer-term opportunity.
I’m not panicking or blowing things out."
For me, I’m looking at the current market

as long as the fundamental story hasn’t

as a longer-term opportunity. I’m not

changed! Why wouldn’t you want to buy

panicking or blowing things out. I’m

that dress on sale?

looking at my holdings and saying, have
the fundamental stories in my stocks

If you have crap in your portfolio, then

changed? Or have the companies repo-

yes, you should be panicking and selling.

sitioned to adapt to a difficult economic

I’m buying big and boring stocks in this

environment? In my high-conviction core

environment like big-name tech mega

holdings, if a stock goes down say 5%

caps and consumer mega caps because

one day, I’m looking at it as a long-term

they’re consistent, and they’re easy to use

buying opportunity––other people clearly

like an ATM––you can always sell them if

see it as a selling opportunity.

you’re looking to raise money quickly.

MarketSmith.com 2022 Q3 Stock Guide
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You began your career working on the

What I learned is not to be emotional,

floor of the New York Stock Exchange

which is tough because I’m a very emo-

in 1980. What did you learn about

tional person. Don’t get drawn into the

trading from being in the pits?

noise. Separate what is relevant to the

NYSE is an institutional marketplace,

story and what isn’t. When it’s your mon-

not a retail marketplace. I was the one

ey on the line and your stocks are falling,

standing in the crowd placing those big

you get nervous and feel like you’re burn-

institutional orders for a million shares,

ing cash. For me, if it’s a core holding or

and I would be as aggressive or as

big-name stock that’s not going out of

patient as they wanted me to be. It was

business, I should buy more! As long as

very energetic and dynamic––it was the

the fundamentals remain intact and all

greatest place in the world.

the reasons I originally bought it continue
to exist.

Today, it’s a very different world. Now
there are a thousand price points be-

You worked for William O’Neil Secu-

tween every dollar where there used to

rities, a part of the O’Neil family of

be seven––we used to trade in fractions

companies that focuses on executing

and now it’s in sub-decimals. It’s not

trades for institutional clients. How

positive or negative, it’s just a big change

did the O’Neil methodology, and Bill’s

in the market structure.

philosophy in general, impact the way
you view the stock market?

With the advent of new technology and

Bill is a legend in this business. I enjoyed

the events of 9/11, the focus has shifted

every moment I worked at O’Neil Secu-

to creating security and safety. Before

rities and reading his books and under-

then, it was just looking for efficiency.

standing his methodology. I don’t follow

“[The NYSE] was very energetic and dynamic—
it was the greatest place in the world."
You wanted to make things easier and

every single rule of it, but I’ve found my

cheaper. But right after 9/11, there was

own way of doing things while incorporat-

a shift when the markets shut down––

ing some of his principles in my decisions.

there was no trading or a plan B like we
have today with 10 of the 11 exchanges

I think everyone should read his book––it

being virtual.

should be a requirement to be in this

14 2022 Q3 Stock Guide MarketSmith.com
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business! I have my own style, and I think

mindset—how they manage risk––and

in this industry you have to find your own

applied it to helping individuals and fami-

way. Gain exposure and incorporate

lies manage their wealth.

elements of things that make sense for
your trading style. That’s what it comes

To me now, that’s what’s so exciting and

down to—a little bit of this and that until

rewarding. While I loved being involved in

you find a style that works for you.

the conversation on the floor of the exchange, we lost some of that when they

Since you moved on from the O’Neil

took the people out of it and everything

family of companies, you founded

went electronic. So, I like that aspect of

and now serve as the CEO of a wealth

my job now very much––getting to work

advisory firm. What’s the number

with people.

one thing you would tell a new client
about building and maintaining wealth

I can almost be an investing therapist

that might seem obvious, but it’s

to people: Let’s take a step back, tamp

apparently not?

down emotions and strategically assess

You have to have a plan. After you build

your plan. In a situation like we’re in now,

that wealth, you have to tend to it, like a

where the market has come unglued,

garden. You don’t just buy stock XYZ at

you hedge your portfolio. For instance, if

the age of 25 and hold it until retirement.

you’re fearful the market’s going to take

The market’s always changing and

a hit, maybe instead of selling your long-

dynamic, so you have to get new ideas

term holdings, you’re hedging by buying

to stay relevant, and also understand

an inverse index ETF like PSQ or DOG.

how the changing global environment

It balances out your longs and you’re

and technology are going to impact your

hedged, net-net even––that’s one way of

portfolio. If you don’t have the discipline

doing it.

to hold yourself accountable and exercise
a plan, that’s where a wealth advisor can

Those inverse ETFs are short-term

be very helpful.

instruments for hedging––you have to be
strategic when trading those. Once the

As an advisor, I take pride in the fact

uptrend resumes and you’re comfortable

that I get to work with people from all

again, you can sell the inverse and still

different backgrounds. I love getting to

have your long-term holdings.

help people make these plans and then
watching them come to fruition. When I

You can have sophisticated hedging

pivoted from the institutions, I took their

strategies or fairly simple ones. It all

MarketSmith.com 2022 Q3 Stock Guide
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depends on finding a balance, but you

Because I was a member of NYSE, I

need to be protecting yourself.

was handcuffed as to what I could and
couldn’t trade in my personal account.

Being in the market for so long, you’ve

As a result, I didn’t own all the specu-

been through seismic shocks like the

lative dot-com stocks and I didn’t get

dot-com bubble and the 2008 great

caught up in that mania. But I ended

financial crisis. Can you share a few

up seeing firsthand people making big

lessons you learned from witnessing

bets only to be wiped out by fad stocks

those market-shaking events firsthand

they thought were going to change the

for readers who might not have been

world––and those companies aren’t even

trading at the time?

around anymore.

With the dot-com bubble, you have to
understand how it was created. The

I didn’t understand many of the dot-com

internet in the mid-90s became broadly

stocks, so I never played in that area

accepted after going through its infancy

and never got hurt. I didn’t know what

and growth phases, kind of the way it is

Pets.com did, but I knew Johnson &

with crypto right now. By the way, I think

Johnson, Coca-Cola, IBM––those are the

“I don’t buy stocks I don’t understand, like or trust.
The lesson here is to stick to what I know."
ultimately crypto will have a place in the

products I know and use. I never bought

world and gain stability, but right now,

Facebook because I don’t use it. I don’t

crypto doesn’t know what it wants to be.

buy stocks I don’t understand, like or
trust. The lesson here is to stick to what I

It was the same way in the dot-com

know. If you have a mad money account,

bubble era––as long as a company had

knock yourself out–– play with it, but be

“.com” after its name, it was like mag-

comfortable with losing all that money.

ic. Everything became so volatile and
speculative. All the big tech companies

We’ve experienced a lot of back and

on the internet were going public and the

forth in the market this year. How

market became erratic. Then while going

do you respond to conditions like

through its growing phase, the market

this––by shifting away from stocks or

crashed in 2000 and so did all these

modifying your trading strategy? It's

internet names listed on the NASDAQ.

obviously easier to be all in cash, but
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there's an opportunity cost to missing

list of companies I like and use charts

stocks that are working.

to time those entries when they reach a

Two different questions if we’re talking

buyable level.

about long-term investors or day traders.
If you’re long-term, you definitely want

It’s safe to say the stock market has

to modify. Last year, I stopped buying

been difficult this year. Can you offer

tech and cybersecurity and put money in

any advice or words of encourage-

defensive names, cyclicals, utilities and

ment for traders that may be having a

consumer staples. Now, I’m overweight

tough time?

in those groups and underweight in

One: Don’t give up. Read books like Bill

technology, not because I sold my tech

O’Neil’s and those written by other suc-

names, but because I put new money

cessful investors, and don’t think you can

to work in defensive names. So yes, it’s

do this without educating yourself. Do

smart to modify your portfolio by adding

your homework and have an understand-

new money into new sectors you think

ing of the market.

will work in this environment.
Two: Learn how to check your emotions
If you’re short-term and need the money,

at the door. You can’t get married to a

you shouldn’t be in this market right now.

stock and you have to know when to pull

If you’re a short-term speculator, there

the trigger and sell it. Identify the target,

are opportunities, but you have to really

then follow the rules you make and live

be committed to day trading. If you can

by them.

sit in front of a computer all day, trading
and reading the headlines, that’s fine to

You might be the only stock market

do as long as you understand the risks.

commentator to end every one of your
daily newsletters with a recipe—and

What would you say are one or two of

we can confirm your linguine putta-

the most crucial indicators you focus

nesca is delicious. What’s your idea of

on when picking stocks?

the perfect dish for celebrating a big

I am very much a technical trader––I follow

win on a trade?

the charts more than anything else. But

For celebrating, I like anything with cham-

I also keep my eyes on key macroeco-

pagne or wine in it. I have this great cham-

nomic indicators because they give me a

pagne chicken dish that’s easy to make

sense of the overall economy and market

and it just feels celebratory. On the other

health. Beyond that, I use the charts for

hand, something like an arrabbiata sauce,

levels of support/resistance and tests for

which is angry with lots of chili flakes, fits

both those levels. Then I’ll make a watch-

the market perfectly right now. n
MarketSmith.com 2022 Q3 Stock Guide
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Good Trade/Bad Trade
THE TRADER

Sunny Phan
MarketSmith Coach
GOOD TRADE:

The Williams Companies Inc
(WMB)

I was already familiar with stocks in
this group like Exxon Mobil (XOM) and
Chevron (CVX), but those stocks didn’t
have the patterns or actionable buy
points I was looking for––both were
already too extended.
I dug deeper into the oil and gas
industry groups and eventually landed

The Timeframe:

on The Williams Companies Inc (WMB).

February 2022 – April 2022

Williams is a company that specializes in
natural gas, and due to various external

Stock Background: In the years since

factors––like the European bans on

I started trading, most of my buys have

Russian natural gas imports prompted

been in the tech sector. I’m a sucker for

by the war in Ukraine––prices have been

FAANG stocks, software, cybersecurity,

soaring recently.

chips, you name it. I favor high-beta
growth stocks that move quickly––they’re

Technical Picture: There was a lot to

what I’m comfortable with and know how

like about WMB’s setup. It had a cup-

to handle.

with-handle pattern, and the price was
still within the buy zone (shaded in blue

Since I joined IBD, I’ve learned a lot

by Pattern Recognition). The proprietary

about the importance of industry group

IBD ratings looked strong. And its relative

rankings. In strong bull markets, you’ll

strength line was right around a new 52-

usually see tech-heavy industry groups

week high. Those are all ingredients I like

toward the top of the rankings. But when

to look for when making new buys.

markets are moving sideways or mired in
a downtrend, you’ll start to notice a broad

One MarketSmith feature I love to use is

shift in the groups ranked at the top.

William O’Neil’s checklist, which you can
find by opening the Related Information

In February around the time of this trade,

panel to the right of any chart and

I noticed that a lot of oil and gas stocks

clicking “Checklist.” Based on whether

were performing very well. Sure enough,

a stock meets or exceeds nine key

oil- and gas-related industry groups were,

criteria that O’Neil always looked for, the

making up a big chunk of the top 20.

checklist will give you pass/fail grades for
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any stock. This one checked almost all

My Sell Point: April 20, 2022 at 35.90.

of the boxes at the time, which gave me

A little over two months after I bought

more conviction to start a position.

WMB, it reached my profit-taking 2025% zone and triggered a MarketSmith

My Buy Point: February 16, 2022

alert. I followed the rules and sold it for a

at 30.30. I bought a full position a few

nice profit.

weeks after the breakout day while the
stock was still in a proper buy zone. I

In 2022, we’ve seen tons of failed

noted where the profit and loss areas

breakouts, and many stocks never

were shaded on the chart (green and

reached my profit targets, so it made all

pink, respectively) and told myself to

the sense in the world here to ring the

stick to the rules––cut your losses if

cash register and say thank you. This

it falls into the pink zone and sell into

has been an environment for taking quick

strength when it hits the green zone.

profits and moving on to new trades that
are working.

Sometimes I overthink things when I’m
trading and try to get too clever, but

My 3 Takeaways:

having rules means I don’t even have

1 Stick to Your Rules: There were a

to think––just plan, then execute. I set

few times I considered getting out of

price alerts for WMB that corresponded

this trade early, but ultimately having

to the shaded areas so I’d know when

a system in place helped me keep my

to take action.

emotions in check.
2 Explore: I was really concentrating

How I Held It: The stock went sideways

on only one sector (tech) before

for a few days before starting a strong

joining IBD, but with the 197 industry

runup. That momentum didn’t last long,

group rankings, I was able to see

and after seven straight down days, the

where the money was flowing at the

stock broke below the 21-day line and

time and look for actionable stocks

fell back to the buy zone. Roundtripping
a double-digit gain can be an early sell

within those groups.
3 Set It and Forget It: Setting alerts

signal, but in this case, I didn’t sell or

gives me the peace of mind to go

lighten up because I had conviction in

about my day and know that I will be

the trade.

notified when I need to take action
based on the system I have in place.

Fortunately, the stock quickly resumed a

It’s easy to watch the day-to-day

strong, steady uptrend and regained its

fluctuations and get shaken out of a

21-day line.

trade, so I try to keep a longer-term
view and not overthink things.
MarketSmith.com 2022 Q3 Stock Guide
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BAD TRADE:

Meta Platforms (META)
[formerly Facebook]

Technical Picture: Leading up to my
purchase, META was in the middle of a
wide, sloppy consolidation dating back
to September of 2021, according to

The Timeframe:

Pattern Recognition. The buy point for

February 2022

this consolidation was 384.43, about 60
points below where it was trading at the

Stock Background: I’ve always

beginning of February 2022.

been fascinated by the so-called
FAANG stocks––Facebook (Now

As the stock was set to report earnings

Meta Platforms–ticker META), Amazon

after market close on February 2, META

(AMZN), Apple (AAPL), Netflix (NFLX)

was trading below its 50-day and 200-

and Google (Now Alphabet––ticker

day moving average lines––a sign of poor

GOOGL). These mega-cap monsters are

technical strength.

long-time disruptors in the tech space
and are known for bringing in big profits

My Buy Point: February 3, 2022 at

quarter after quarter. Their popularity

241.35. When META reported earnings

with institutions and blue chip status has

on February 2, they showed not just an

led to sky-high valuations at times. But

earnings miss, but also negative earnings

what happens when highly valued growth

growth vs. the same quarter the year

stocks are no longer in favor?

before. To complete the dismal report,
they also gave weaker-than-expected

In early 2022 as the market favored

forward revenue guidance.

cyclical stocks, energy and other nontraditional areas for growth investors, I

I had a feeling the stock would gap down

was still monitoring big-name tech stocks

the next day when the market opened,

(especially the FAANGs) during the time

and I was prepared to buy that dip and

they were tanking. I was looking to do a

hope for a rebound. What shocked me

little bottom fishing and buy some solid

was the size of the move, with META

tech stocks while they were on sale.

gapping down over 26% the next day on
absolutely massive volume (+672%). The

With this trade, I was ignoring

company lost over $230 billion in market

fundamentals and looking for a pure

value in a single day, the biggest one-day

value play from big growth names––a

decline in U.S. market history.

classic “buy the dip” mentality.
So what did I do? I purchased a
full position.
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My emotions clouded my process

By the end of June, META was trading

and I took a gamble on the chance

a little above 160, which is 30%+ below

that Facebook could make a massive

my buy point. Although things could have

comeback over time. I felt like the market

been a lot worse, I still had no business

was overreacting to one bad earnings

buying META at the time while ignoring

report and that there would be a big

both the fundamentals and the technicals

bounce as investors regained their sanity.

in favor of a “trust your gut” play. You’re
never going to be smarter than the

How I Held It: I knew there would be

market and you can lose a lot of money

more volatility to come for META stock,

trying to prove that you are.

but the price action in the days after I
bought it was beyond what I expected.

My 3 Takeaways:

After three more consecutive down days,

1 Do You Ever Have Deja Vu?: It was

It was already trading below 220––over

fitting that this trade started off with

20 points below the price I paid.

a bad earnings report on Groundhog
Day, because like the classic Bill

I had lost almost 9% on the position at

Murray movie, I was repeating the

that point, which is below my 7-8% stop-

same scenario over and over and

loss rule. I conveniently ignored that rule

over again––in my case, buying

and enjoyed a 5.4% gain on February

big-name tech stocks. The problem

9, which is a textbook example of bad

this time was that tech stocks were

process, good outcome. I decided my

heavily out of favor and there wasn’t

thesis about META was correct and I

even a proper setup.

would continue holding rather than taking

2 Valentine’s Day Massacre:

advantage of a lucky break in order to

Wouldn’t you know it, I finally “broke

get out of my position at a smaller loss.

up” with this stock on Valentine’s Day
with an almost 11% loss. Take it from

My Sell Point: February 14, 2022 at

me: Don’t fall in love with a certain

215.60. After three more down sessions

type of stock and then break your buy

following that 5% up day, I finally
capitulated and sold my full position at

and sell rules in order to own it.
3 Buy High, Sell Higher: I’ve learned

215.60, over 10% below my entry price.

to buy into strength and not buy

That’s bad. But could it have been much

low, sell high. Trying to find the exact

worse if I kept holding and hoping?

bottom is really just a gamble and it

Most definitely.

rarely pays off. n
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GOOD TRADE: Williams Companies (WMB)

Bought:
30.30

Sold: 35.90

Good Trade/Bad Trade Sunny Phan
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BAD TRADE: Meta Platforms Inc CI A (META)

Bought:
241.35

Sold: 215.60

Sunny Phan Good Trade/Bad Trade
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Stock Screen Evel Knievel Short Sale

Evel Knievel Short Sale
This screen looks for shorting opportunities by selecting stocks trading at 5X
or greater book value and losing money. It’s a good starting point when you’re
looking to go short in a prolonged downtrend.

Screen created by the MarketSmith team
COMPANY (SYMBOL)

INDUSTRY GROUP

PRICE TO
BOOK

Chewy Inc Cl A (CHWY)

Retail-Internet

1191.09

P R O S Holdings Inc (PRO)

Computer Sftwr-Enterprse

320.38

Oak Street Health Inc (OSH)

Medical-Long-term Care

130.1

Splunk Inc (SPLK)

Computer Sftwr-Database

74.62

Sea Limited Ads Cl A (SE)

Internet-Content

35.54

Shockwave Medical Inc (SWAV)

Medical-Systems/Equip

30.71

Visit Investors.com/MSStockGuide to load the criteria for this and
other Stock Guide screens directly into your MarketSmith screener.

*All screen results are computer-generated and were run on July 25, 2022.
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13.7M

- - -
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Chewy Inc Cl A (CHWY) NYSE Retail-Internet (168/197)
Average Daily Volume 6,706,600
www.chewy.com
PROVIDES PET PRODUCTS THROUGH CHEWY.COM RETAIL WEBSITE AND I TS MOBILE APPLICATIONS.
Year
EPS
Price($)
EPS Rating
12
(Jan)
($)
High
Low
Group RS Rating
D
2016
-0.13
SMR Rating
E
2017
-0.24
Acc/Dis Rating
B+
2018
-0.85
Composite Rating
28
120.00
2019
-0.68
41
21
Timeliness Rating
D
2020
-0.63
20
Growth Rate
N/A
115.27109
2021
-0.23
120
50
P/E
N/A
2022109.73 -0.18
60
22
Mkt Cap
$18B($4.6B)
2023
-0.35 est.
N/A
Shares
421M(109M)
2024
-0.12 est.
N/A
Funds
54%

Chewy Inc Cl A (CHWY)

Evel Knievel Short Sale Stock Screen

25

44.63
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P R O S Holdings Inc (PRO) NYSE Computer Sftwr-Enterprse (150/197)
Average Daily Volume 272,800
www.pros.com
PROVIDES PRICING/MARGIN OPTIMIZATION SOFTWARE FOR MANUFACTUR ING, DISTRIBUTION, SERVICES/TRAVEL INDUSTRIES.
Year
EPS
Price($)
EPS Rating
29
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($)
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Group RS Rating
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Mkt Cap
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Shares
45.2 Mil
2023
-0.50 est.
N/A
Funds
67%

P R O S Holdings Inc (PRO)

Stock Screen Evel Knievel Short Sale
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Average Daily Volume 1,665,400
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Oak Street Health Inc (OSH)
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FEATURES HIGHLIGHT

New MarketSmith Features:
Favorites, Stock Ideas and
Four Screens
At MarketSmith, we’re constantly working to improve our platform and your
experience. We recently added a “Favorites” tab to the Open Stock Ideas menu
so you can add any list or screen for easy access.

Separately, we’ve added the Stock Ideas button
to our mobile app! Download the MarketSmith
app from the App Store or Google Play and give
it a try.
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Lastly, we’ve added four new screens
to MarketSmith designed to help you
navigate tricky markets, two of which
focus on finding short sale candidates:
• Negative Alert: A screen for
potential short sale candidates
based on deteriorating price action,
relative strength and a catalyst
for further downside by targeting
stocks that reported no earnings
growth in their most recent
quarterly EPS report.
• Evel Knievel Short Sale: In the
book Hedge Fund Market Wizards,
Tom Claugus introduced his "Evel
Knievel" screen, which consists
of stocks trading at 5X or greater
book value and losing money.
• ETF Short-Term Strength: This
screen seeks ETFs with strong 3and 6-month RS Ratings.

• Barron's Value and Momentum:
This screen looks for value
stocks over $10 showing signs
of outperformance.
Sign in to MarketSmith today and try
out these exciting new features! n
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FOUNDER’S CLUB

Every IBD product.
Exclusive events. Personalized service.

YOUR FOUNDER’S CLUB MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES:
IBD Premium Products

©
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© Quarterly member webinars with

Leaderboard®

© Special event webinars with leading

SwingTrader

© Annual Founder’s Club Event with

IBD experts

MarketSmith®

market voices

IBD Live®

IBD Weekly Newspaper

Online Courses:

©
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©
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©
©
©

Exclusive Events:

IBD Digital

Foundations of Investing: Level 1
Intermediate Strategies
Advanced Strategies
Options Trading

IBD’s top experts

© A 30-minute session with an
IBD Live host

© Local, intimate events hosted
by our team

Priority Access

Market School

© A direct line to our best-in-class

Advanced Buying Strategies

© Priority scheduling for one-on-one

IPO Trading Strategies
Chart School

Short Selling Strategies

Customer Success Team

training with MarketSmith Coaches

William J. O’Neil’s Model Stocks

Become a Founder’s Club member today for
the yearly rate of $7,000. Join now!

Investors.com/foundersclub
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